General Education Council Meeting Agenda
Weds., Feb. 15, 2012
3:30 – 5:00 pm
Leadership Room

• Review of Jan. 18 Meeting Minutes

• 2nd Review- MATH 1190 (Calculus I)- Core Area A

• 2nd Review- MATH 1195 (The Strategy of Games, Voting, & Decision-Making)- Core Area D

• General Education Mission Statement

• GE Video Update and Need for Assistance- Margaret Baldwin

• GE Assessment Update- Tom Doleys
  • Identification of GE Disciplinary Assessment Coordinators (DACs) for 2nd Year of Assessment
    o Area B DACs for Communications, Foreign Languages, and Philosophy
    o Area D DACs for Visual Arts, Music, Dance, and Theatre/Performance Studies

• Other Items ???

Next Meeting: Weds., March 21, 3:30 – 5:00, Leadership Room